Accessing Assignment Grades

There are two methods for viewing assignment results in Moodle. Firstly, if your lecturer has enabled the Activities Block, you can view your results through the Assignments link. Secondly, grades can also be accessed through the Grades page which is located in your Administration Block.

**Option 1: Accessing grades through the Activity Block**

1. To view your assessment results through the Activities Block, click on Assignments. Press directly on the assignment link that you want to view (e.g. Assignment 1 or 2). Here you will be able to view your feedback and mark.

**Option 2: Accessing grades through the grades page**

1. You can also view all of your grades in the Grades page. Navigate to your Administration Block, and click Grades.

2. The Grades page will provide a summary of your assignment results. To view the attached feedback (e.g. rubrics or assignment guides), click directly on the assignment title link. From here you can access your assignment mark and feedback attachments/comments.

Still cannot view your assignment results?
The eSolutions support team can help. **Student IT Service Desk on +61 (03) 9903 2777**
http://monash.edu/esolutions/contact/